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Editorial

Canadian-American motivational public speaker and self-development 
author Brain Tracy once said, the true test of leadership is how well 

you function in a crisis. At a time when most of the hospitality industries 
in India are gasping for survival, the Pride Group of Hotels, one of the 
fastest-growing hotel chains in India is on expansion spree. The credit for 
this goes to Mr Satyen Jain, the CEO of Hotel Pride Ltd. The group recently 
announced that it will expand its portfolio to 50 hotels by 2022. 

Satyen Jain, the CEO of Hotel Pride Ltd is a marathon runner. For him 
running a business and running a marathon are oddly similar. Both take 
tenacity, will power and determination. The attitude, the stamina, the 
dedication and the will to persist against all odds to get across the finish 
line is same in both these fields.

He once told me an interesting thing when I met him at Nagpur in May 
2019  when I was interviewing him for my magazine “ I find a great deal of 
similarity between running a business and running a marathon. In sprint you 
can do a short run without much preparation. But in case of a marathon you 
have to pace yourself. It is not just about being fast. You have to plan when 
to run fast, when to slow down and when to catch breath so that you can get 
across the finish line. Same is the case with business. We have to understand 
what we are getting into and how are we going to finish it” he said.

Perhaps it is one of his this quality which has helped him steer the Pride 
Group of Hotels out of the crisis and grow exponentially. 

The group presently has a presence in around 36 great locations and 
boasts of over 3200 keys. Once the new openings are complete Pride 
Hotels will have 50 properties and over 5000 keys offering unique guest 
experiences across various geographical regions. It also plans to add 72 
rooms and 35 rooms at its properties in Nagpur and Pune respectively. 

Satyen Jain  is the son of Mr S P Jain, the Chairman and Managing Director 
of Pride Group of Hotels. S P Jain is a veteran in the Hospitality industry 
who has many feathers to his cap. He rose from a humble beginning and 
became one of the biggest Hospitality barons in India.

He serves as a Chief Executive Officer at Pride Hotels Ltd – involved in 
strategic planning and implementation of Company’s Expansion Projects 
in the respect of Hotel Units at Delhi, Goa and various upcoming projects 
in India.

He has implemented many innovative ideas in the hotel which has taken 
the Pride Group in the rapid growth mode. This group takes pride in being 
a truly Indian Hospitality company. Satyen Jain has incorporated the five 
senses of traditional Indian welcome, fragrance, music, ambience, regional 
Indian paintings & frescoes and mouth-watering Indian Cuisines.

Mr Satyen Jain, the 
CEO of Hotel Pride Ltd 
is a marathon runner. 
For him running a 
business and running 
a marathon are oddly 
similar. Both take 
tenacity, will power 
and determination. The 
attitude, the stamina, 
the dedication and the 
will to persist against 
all odds to get across 
the finish line is same 
in both these fields.

CHANDRAN IYER
Editor

chandran.iyer@corporatetycoons.com

The True Test of 
Leadership



The Seven Golden Steps

FIRST, to take special care of the elderly, especially those who have 
chronic disease. 

SECOND to completely adhere to the ‘Lakshman Rekha’ of 
Lockdown and Social Distancing; use homemade face-covers and 
masks without fail.

THIRD to follow the instructions issued by AYUSH ministry to 
enhance immunity.

FOURTH to download the Arogya Setu Mobile App to help prevent 
the spread of corona infection. Inspire others to download the app 
as well.

FIFTH to take care of poor families; to fulfil their food 
requirements.

SIXTH to be compassionate towards the people who work in 
every individual business or industry. Do not deprive them of their 
livelihood.

SEVENTH to pay utmost respect to our nation’s Corona Warriors – 
our doctors and nurses, sanitation workers and police force.

Issued in the Public interest  
by Corporate Tycoons magazine



Satyen Jain
CEO, Pride Group of Hotels
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At a time when most of the hospitality industries in India are gasping for survival, 
the Pride Group of Hotels, one of the fastest-growing hotel chains in India is on 
expansion spree. The group recently announced that it will expand its portfolio to 
50 hotels by 2022.

– By Chandran Iyer

T
he ultimate measure of a man is 
not where he stands in moments of 
comfort and convenience, but where 
he stands at times of challenge . This 
quote from Martin Luther King, Jr. 

sums up the grit, determination and attitude of 
some CEO’s who have made their companies rise 
like a Pheonix in these  catastrophic times.. 

While many businesses have fallen down like 
nine pins due to the onslaught of the pandemic, 
there are some rare breed of people who have 
adjusted their sails to the changing winds and 
reinvented their businesses. Instead of moaning 
and groaning over what has happened, they have 
tweaked their strategies to the new normal and 
have taken their companies to greater heights.  
One such person is Satyen Jain, the CEO of Pride 
Group of Hotels.  Mr Satyen Jain joined the team 
at the young age of 29 years. At that time  Pride 
Group had only four hotels  and today there are  
36 hotels under its wings  and it is still growing. 
Under his leadership, the Pride Group is adapting 
itself to the new life -altering changes under 
which the hospitality industry is reeling.  

As a result, at a time when most of the 
hospitality industries in India are gasping for 
survival, the Pride Group of Hotels, one of 
the fastest-growing hotel chains in India is on 
expansion spree. The group recently announced 
that it will expand its portfolio to 50 hotels by 
2022. The group presently has a presence in 
around 36 great locations and boasts of over 
3200 keys. Once the new openings are complete 
Pride Hotels will have 50 properties and over 
5000 keys offering unique guest experiences 
across various geographical regions. It also plans 
to add 72 rooms and 35 rooms at its properties in 

Nagpur and Pune respectively. 
How is this hospitality group growing exponentially in these worst 

times? “Yes, the hospitality industry is going through the worst 
phase but it is definitely not the first time we have faced a challenge. 
Even though it was hard for us and the industry, the level of activity, 
innovation, and engagement have been never been higher than this for 
us. Innovation of new technologies and different initiatives and offers 
helped us raise our occupancy” says Satyen. 

TAKING PRIDE IN EXPANSION
IN CHALLENGING TIMES
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Talking about Satyen, Atul Upadhyay, the Vice President of 
the Pride Group says “One of the important qualities of Mr 
Satyen Jain is he is very techno-savvy. He keeps himself up-to 
date on modern technology and implements it in the hotel if 
he feels it will augur well for its growth. Another important 

COVER STORY

attribute of Mr Satyen is his farsighted vision. He knows that 
once the pandemic subsides, this sector will again bounce 
back. Hence he does not mind taking risk of expanding by 
acquiring more and more hotels”. 

No doubt, there is considerable risk involved in expansion 
at this time. The Indian hotels sector has been hit hard, 
grappling with significantly low demand, with very few future 
bookings. Essentially, all transient demand has reduced – the 
remaining is largely on account of either a few long stay guests 
or hotels having been prescribed by the Government for the 
international travellers returning to India. Though things 
are now improving in the last few months, the emergence 
of newer variants of virus are posing danger to the entire 
tourism industry. 

Satyen is the son of Mr S P Jain, the Chairman and 
Managing Director of Pride Group of Hotels. S P Jain is a 
veteran in the Hospitality industry who has many feathers to 
his cap. He rose from a humble beginning and became one 
of the biggest Hospitality barons in India.

Having risen to glory with his entrepreneurship skills 
in a very less time only, Satyen has proven his mettle 
and talent. At the age of 43, he brings on board the rich 
domain knowledge of marketing strategies and distribution 
networking. He joined as a Director of the Pride Hotels 
Limited on April 1, 2007 and since then he has embarked 
on a successful career.

Atul Upadhyay, Vice President, Pride Group

There are some 150,000 branded hotels in 
India and about 20-25% of them face the 
risk of permanent closure, according to the 
Hotel Association of India. Even in these 
tough times, the Pride Group of Hotels is on 
an expansion spree. It has plans to expand 
its portfolio to 50 hotels by 2022.

Pride Plaza Kolkata
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Satyen serves as a Chief Executive 
Officer at Pride Hotels Ltd – involved in 
strategic planning and implementation 
of Company’s Expansion Projects in the 
respect of Hotel Units at Delhi, Goa and 
various upcoming projects in India.

He has implemented many innovative 
ideas in the hotel which has taken the 
Pride Group in the rapid growth mode. 
This group takes pride in being a truly 
Indian Hospitality company. Satyen has 
incorporated the five senses of traditional 
Indian welcome, fragrance, music, 
ambience, regional Indian paintings & 
frescoes and mouth-watering Indian 
Cuisines. At Pride, Guest is welcomed 
with a Namaskar, tika and aarti. There is a 
familiar fragrance of tuberose in lobbies of 
all the hotels. All public areas are playing 
local regional music. All the artworks of 
the rooms and public areas have taken 
inspiration from local architecture, culture 
and colours. The all-day dining offer an 
international and Indian menu but have 
tried to incorporate lot of popular dishes 
from regional cuisines. 

He has invested in a robust guest feedback system to enhance Guest 
experience where the customer feedback & request system is connected to the 
employee Mobile for prompt service and hotel can revert to Guest before the 
guest moves out of the hotel. A strong system to track all the guest reviews on 
various international OTAs and social media is developed. 

Pride reward loyalty program is launched for loyal Guests which reward 
customers who regularly use the hotel’s hospitality service. From the first stay, 
itself Guest start earning points. There are lots perks of being a part of loyalty 
program such as free stays, free upgrades, priority check ins, late check out, 
free meal, bonus points, exclusive offers etc. 

Pride Sun Village Resort & Spa, Goa

Pride Ashiyana Resort, Mussoorie
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Apart from above there are various 
technological innovations are in 
process to be introduced in the hotel.

The pandemic has presented 
unprecedented challenges before the 
fragile tourism and hospitality industry. 
The highly infectious novel coronavirus 
continues to thwart the sector and raises 
serious questions about the present and 
future survival of the sector.

Tourism and hospitality industry 
thrives on the footfall of the 
national and international tourists. 
The travel bans, border closures, 
events cancellations and quarantine 

Staycation guest by pool in 
Pride Plaza Hotel, Aerocity
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Banquet at Pride Hotel, Pune
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for the fiscal year 2020-21 because of the pandemic.
There are some 150,000 branded hotels in India and about 

20-25% of them face the risk of permanent closure, according 
to the Hotel Association of India. Even in these tough times, 
the Pride Group of Hotels is on an expansion spree. It has plans 
to expand its portfolio to 50 hotels by 2022.

Says Satyen “Over the years we have significantly adapted 
to a new hospitality normal while also pursuing our growth 
plans. Presently we are treading cautiously on capital 
expenditure. We had a vision of expanding the portfolio to 
50 hotels before the pandemic started. Even though the 
pandemic slowed our growth we are hoping to achieve the 
target”. 

The pandemic has not only affected small and medium 
hotels but also the bigger ones. For example The Indian Hotels 

requirements and restrictions have had devastating impact 
on this sector.

The industry experienced the most distressing year in 
2020 and suffered massive losses during the protracted 
lockdown that was imposed to control the pandemic’s first 
wave. Hotels across the country witnessed historically low 
occupancies. The situation seems to be improving, but 
we have to see how the new variant of the mutated virus 
Omicron pans out.

Almost every segment associated with the hotel industry 
— meetings, conferences, restaurants, destination weddings 
and family entertainment, among other things — has been 
crippled by the impact of the health crisis.

According to FHRAI, the Indian hotel industry took a hit of 
over 1.3 trillion rupees ($17.4 billion, €14.7 billion) in revenue 
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Company Limited (IHCL), South Asia's 
biggest hospitality group, reported a 
loss of about 7.2 billion rupees in the 
pandemic-stricken 2020-21 financial 
year, as opposed to a profit of 3.54 
billion rupees in the previous fiscal 
year.

The expansion focus of Pride 
Group appears to be on an asset-
light model with a major slice of the 
portfolio being managed directly 
by them. When asked whether they 
have plans of buying or starting fully 
owned hotels in India Satyen said 
“We keep evaluating opportunities. 
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While managed property locations were worthy, our team 
is also working on other options in parallel. New purchases 
and owned properties aren’t a “no-no”. But at the same 
time, it needs to be a viable deal”.

Asked about the status of their overseas expansion plans, 
Satyen said “ Our brand is catching momentum domestically. 
People synergize themselves with Pride Hotels in a big way, 
be it for business travels, conferences, meetings, holidays, 
quick getaway, staycations, weddings or celebrations. There is 
ample brand awareness and recall from local guests, investors 
and partners. Hence our current focus is in India for now”.

Satyen is a Chartered Accountant and holds an MBA 
from SP Jain Institute of Management Mumbai. He also 
won the Young Hotel Entrepreneur of the Year 2007 award 
from FHRAI, which is supporting him in carrying forward his 

dreams of making Pride group a force to reckon with in the 
hotel industry.

About the challenges facing the hospitality industry and 
how the Pride Group responded, Satyen says “Continued 

“ Our brand is catching momentum 
domestically. People synergize themselves 
with Pride Hotels in a big way, be it for 
business travels, conferences, meetings, 
holidays, quick getaway, staycations, 
weddings or celebrations. There is ample 
brand awareness and recall from local 
guests, investors and partners. Hence our 
current focus is in India for now”.
–  Satyen Jain
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volatility in restrictions, non-uniform 
vaccinations, rising cases, and travel bubbles 
has made it extremely difficult for the hospitality 
industry in India. But the hospitality industry 
kept on innovating new technologies and offers 
to make their guests feel safe at the hotels. 
The entire hospitality sector came together and 
helped each other and the society to overcome 
this pandemic. We at pride distributed food 
parcels during the pandemic. We made many of 
our hotels available for the hospital staff. Overall 
the hospitality industry in India showed good 
strength during this tough time. 

Asked about the lessons learnt from the 
pandemic, Satyen said “The important lesson we 
learned from the Covid wave was that one needs 
to keep moving forward and innovating different 
technology according to the situation. At Pride, 
we are focusing on the constant sanitization of all 
our restaurants and hotel rooms. This is the key 
priority across all our properties when it comes 
to high touchpoints. Sanitizing bags & luggage 
upon arrival of our guests and ensuring free 
access to enhance mobility and social distancing. 
We need to adapt as per the situation and find a 
solution to move forward.” 

Given the fact that the hospitality sector has suffered a devastating 
blow due to the pandemic, Satyen feels that it will take time for the 
hospitality sector to recover. He said “The situation in the world is 
still evolving. The recovery of the sector has been hampered by the 
lack of international travel, severe travel restrictions, and the pace 
of vaccination, the efficacy of vaccines, high infection rates, and the 
possibility of a third Covid wave. With the upcoming holiday season 
- with many planning their vacation around Christmas and year-end 
Hotels are now seeing a rise in occupancy. It will still take some time for 
the hospitality industry to recover.” 

COVER STORY
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The Pride Group is also adopting risk 
mitigating strategies to make the national and 
international travelers feel safe and secure. “Our 
guests and staff's safety is our first priority at 
the Pride. From the beginning of the pandemic 
we launched the 'Pride Safety Assurance' 
Initiative. By adopting measures for a safe and 
hygienic experience our entire hotel staff is fully 
vaccinated. We have also rolled out enhanced 
technological measures like contactless check-
in & check-out services, a contactless billing 
facility, a touchless dispensing center for the 
sanitizers, and a mobile-friendly dining menu”, 
added Satyen.

With the traditional revenue streams 
getting choked up because of the pandemic, 
the hospitality sector in India started focusing 
also on generating non-core revenue streams 
to keep cashflow on and the Pride Group was 
no exception. “We launched a few initiatives 
to keep our operation engaged and running 
while supporting the government with the fight 
against Covid. To keep the operation running we 
built a long-term sustainable business strategy 
that drives sales revenue too. And launching 
'Celebrations at Pride' is one of them. Nowadays 

many people are planning small family gatherings, intimate birthday 
events with just friends and family. We at pride are offering custom 
made packages for family gatherings, Bachelorettes, Girls night out, 
Game nights and, Anniversary, etc “added Satyen.

When asked as to what excites him about the hospitality business? 
Satyen says”Each year hospitality industry is becoming bigger and 
better. The industry is all about people and thus every day there is 
a new challenge and opportunities to grow in this field this is what 
excites me the most. I get to travel to different cities and experience the 
culture and market for the hotel. 

Pride Plaza Aerocity, New Delhi
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ANALYSIS

PM Repeals Farm Law Bills 
Ahead of Assembly Polls
Agri Companies Bleed on Heavy Investments in Punjab and Haryana.

– By TN Ashok

Prime Minister Narendra Modi led NDA government, 
powered by the BJP and controlled by the RSS, repealed 
the three controversial farm laws legislations with the 

same rapidity with which it introduced it as ordinances. The 
Farm Laws bill was repealed by its majority in the Lok Sabha 
and Rajya Sabha receiving Presidential assent in quick time to 
put the legislation in place well ahead of the assembly polls in 
Punjab and Uttar Pradesh next year, 2022. 

While the bills were good in nature to benefit the small 
and medium farmers get a good price for their produce, PM 
Modi literally accepted the fact that he could not convince 
the farmers in the northern belt, mainly Punjab and Haryana. 
where farmers are protesting, that direct sale to corporates, 
another option, would give them better price for their 
produce. The artiya system

 (Vendor system) never reportedly gave them a good 
price, Agri experts who favor the bills claim. There seems to 
be no protest in rest of the country, in southern states such 
as TN and Kerala, major rice producing and consuming states 
sources claim, farmers have actually benefitted particularly in 
Kerala. West Bengal is another rice producing and consuming 
state but the farmers did not come out as they did in north. 

The sad part is both farmers and corporates that have 
diversified into Agri business will suffer heavily. The farmer 
will not get a good price for his produce under the arti system, 

where the producer to middlemen to customer supply chain, 
viciously eats away at least 70 per cent of the farm price 
produce. The farmer would get less than 40 percent for his 
produce. Under the direct sale to corporates, it is estimated 
by experts that farmers would have got at least 60 to 70%. 
Big loss for the small and medium farmers. 

The Agri corporates such as ITC, Ambani’s Reliance, and 
some other private sector companies had invested heavily in 
building warehouses to store the food grains and building 
up retail chains, which now goes for a toss bleeding them 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
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in thousands of crores. This is the reason that stock markets 
took a tumble soon after farm laws repeal as these big names 
are big time players on the stock markets such as BSE and 
NSE. This does not mean I am arguing for the corporates but 
I still feel they are a better option than the artiya system . The 
beauty is that only two states, which represent about one 
third of the farmers population in India, protested and spread 
over two states – Punjab and Haryana.

Punjab is a big gamble for BJP as they are estranged with 
the local partner Shiromani Akali Dal, which fostered the 
farmers rebellion. Many suspect, if those who participated 
in the farmers agitation in Delhi with tractor rallies, were 
genuine as it bred violence with stone pelting. Were they 
really farmers or middlemen in the trade? The farm laws 
repeal has shown that even a strongman like Modi can bend 
before electoral politics in the interests of the party though 
his ideals are strong for doing good for farmers through the 
farm laws reforms.

Reports are that AAP is the front runner in Punjab with 
its promises of subsides on electricity and a host of other 
subsidies on essential services and the people are fed up of 
both the Congress and Akali dal, and the infighting in the 
Congress, between Amarinder Singh and Navjot Sidhu, who 
was the first to introduce farm reforms, and it’s reported that 
BJP cloned its reforms on Amarinders bills. Unless the BJP 
and Amarinder Singh’s newly floated party form an alliance, 
BJP will not have the state on a plate. Congress is virtually 
a NO GO for the voters with people not trusting cricketeer 
turned politician Navjot Sidhu’s antics and theatrics. A good 

batsman is not necessarily a good politician, he has ruined 
the Congress, claim some politicians close to the Congress. 

In Uttar Pradesh, sources which toured the state recently 
for a reconnaissance mission, said that UP CM Yogi Adityanath 
is likely to get majority with 240 to 260 seats in the 400 plus-
member house. With the public Yogi has won support having 
cleaned up the state of thugs, criminals and gangsters through 
so called encounters and other “questionable methods”, 
political observers said quoting human rights activists’ groups. 
A section of the people is also dissatisfied with Yogi’s rule as 
they think he has converted UP into a police state. Only SP is a 
viable competitor to the BJP, Congress and Mayawati led BSP 
are a washout, political pundits claim.

Now let’s see the chronology and impact of the farm bill’s 
introduction and repeal. 
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For the record, the Lok Sabha Monday passed the Farm 
Laws Repeal Bill, 2021 without any discussion. The Bill aims 
to abrogate the three farm bills introduced in the house by 
Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare Narendra 
Singh Tomar.

What is the Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021?
The Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021 is aimed at repealing the 
three farm laws – Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) 
Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm Services Act, 2020, 
the Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion 
and Facilitation) Act, 2020, the Essential Commodities 
(Amendment) Act, 2020 – and amending the Essential 
Commodities Act, 1955. 

The Repeal follows Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
announcement of November 19 that in view of ongoing 
farmers’ protests against these laws they were being repealed. 

BJP leaders told me that “ this did not mean climbdown on 
Modi’s ideals on doing good to the farmers but a gesture of 
goodwill towards the farmers and respecting their sentiments”. 
Two days after the Prime Minister’s announcement, the Union 
Cabinet cleared the draft of the Bill.

How many sections are there in the Bill?
The six-page Bill contains only three sections. The first 
section defines the title of the Act – the Farm Laws Repeal 
Act, 2021, the second section has provisions to repeal three 
farm laws, and the third section relates to omitting sub-
section (1A) from section 3 of the Essential Commodities 
Act, 1955.

What is sub-section (1A) under section 3 of the 
Essential Commodities Act which is being removed?
The government had inserted sub-section (1A) in the section 
3 of the Essential Commodity Act, 1955 empowering the 
government to control production, supply, distribution, etc., 
of essential commodities. The sub-section (1A) provides a 
mechanism to regulate the supply of foodstuffs, including 
cereals, pulses, potato, onions, edible oilseeds and oils 
under “extraordinary circumstances” which may include 
war, famine, extraordinary price rise and natural calamity 
of grave nature. It also prescribes the price triggers for 
imposing stock limits. 

Under the sub-section (1A), any action on imposing stock 
limit shall be based on price rise and an order for regulating 

ANALYSIS
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stock limit of any agricultural produce may be issued if there is 
a hundred per cent increase in the retail price of horticultural 
produce; or fifty per cent increase in the retail price of non-
perishable agricultural foodstuffs, over the price prevailing 
immediately preceding twelve months, or average retail price 
of last five years, whichever is lower, a leading daily of the 
capital says explaining the features of the repeal bill. 

What is the reason for the government to repeal the bills 
and have they explained why? Agriculture Minister Narendra 
Singh Tomar, while piloting the bill in the Lok Sabha, “Even 
though only a group of farmers are protesting against these 
laws, the Government has tried hard to sensitize the farmers 
on the importance of the Farm Laws and explain the merits 
through several meetings and other fora.” 

“Without taking away the existing mechanisms available to 
farmers, new avenues were provided for trade of their produce. 
Besides, farmers were free to select the avenues of their choice 
where they can get more prices for their produce without any 
compulsion,” the bill states in its objects and reasons . 

However, the execution of the Farm laws was stayed by the 
Supreme Court . As COVID 19 raged through the country like a 
forest fire, the farmers had worked hard to increase production 
and satisfy the nation’s food needs. As we celebrate the 75th 
Year of Independence— “Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav”, the 
need of the hour is to take everyone together on the path of 
inclusive growth and development,” Tomar said. 

For How many days were the Farm Laws in effect?
The three farm laws went into motion on June 5, 2020 
when the President promulgated three ordinances – Essential 
Commodities (Amendment) Ordinance, 2020; The Farming 
Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) 
Ordinance, 2020; and The Farmers (Empowerment and 
Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm Services 
Ordinance, 2020. The ordinances were subsequently 
replaced by parliamentary bills in September 2020. However, 
the implementation of three farm laws was stayed by the 
Supreme Court on January 12, 2021. So, these laws were in 
effect for only 221 days.

Opposition Protests Passage Without Debate 
In the Lok Sabha, opposition MPs from the DMK and the 
Trinamool protested over any passage of the bill without 
discussion. Leader of the Congress party in the Lok Sabha 
Adhi Ranjan Choudhary said in the past, six Acts had been 
repealed since 2014, and discussion had been allowed for 
the same and that this Bill too should come up for debate. In 
the Rajya Sabha, Leader of Congress Opposition Mallikarjun 
Kharge said everyone in the house welcomed the repeal of 
the bills and congratulated the government for the belated 

wisdom on withdrawing the bills. But he quickly got into 
battle gear alleging that 750 farmers had died in the yearlong 
agitation. “The farmers still continue to sit in protest. Many of 
their demands still remain unmet,” Mr. Kharge said.

Minister for Parliamentary Affairs Prahalad Joshi, however, 
said that since Prime Minister Modi had already stated that 
the Bills were being repealed acknowledging the wishes of a 
certain section of farmers and the opposition, there was little 
need for debate.

President Ram Nath Kovind signed off on Farm Laws 
Repeal Bill on Wednesday. The Farm Laws Repeal Bill, 2021, 
was adopted in Rajya Sabha on Monday, November 29. Earlier 
in the day, it was cleared in Lok Sabha through a voice vote. 

Repealing Farm Laws could be a throwback for the 
Government on Agri Reforms.
 According to the government, a committee is to be formed 
to take decisions on matters relating to the subjects of 
promoting zero-budget-based agriculture, changing crop 
patterns as per the changing needs of the country and to 
make MSP more effective and transparent.

Parliament passed the three farm laws in September last 
year. They had first come in the month of June as the three 
Ordinances before being approved by Parliament during the 
Monsoon Session by a voice vote.

Clearly, the withdrawal of the bills is a political move by 
the BJP government in order to placate the farmers before 
the assembly polls in Punjab and Uttar Pradesh. Punjab is a 
shaky ground for all parties. Will BJP be able to get the state 
by repealing the farm laws is a highly questionable one.

 

This did not mean climbdown on Modi’s 
ideals on doing good to the farmers but a 
gesture of goodwill towards the farmers and 
respecting their sentiments”. Two days after 
the Prime Minister’s announcement, the 
Union Cabinet cleared the draft of the Bill.
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RBI has repeatedly warned that cryptocurrency poses a systemic risk to India's 
economy.
- By T N Ashok 

Markets Crash as Government Plans 
to Ban Cryptocurrency & its Trading

Absolute fear gripped investors in India as the NDA 
government led by Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

tabled the Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital 
Currency Bill, 2021, by listing it in the ongoing Winter Session 
of Parliament. Money invested in this virtual currency market 
by Indian investors from ordinary citizens to multi-millionaires, 
celebrities, industrialists, manufacturers run into billions of 
Rupees. 

Even a celebrity like Amitabh Bachchan admitted in an 
offline interview that he had found a smart way to double 
his monies which went viral causing much embarrassment to 
the TV network, the celebrity and attracted attention of the 
tax authorities. 

These fears turned into panic as the crypto currency 
market, so far unregulated by any authority of the 
government, crashed more than 15 to 20% wiping out 
millions of investors, who thought they had found a smart 
and quick way to rake in the moolah. Globally the Bitcoin 
and Crypto Currency market has been evolving slowly over 
the last 10 years, but gained momentum in the last one 
year. In USA, a fine example is that an average middle-class 
citizen who paid just 02 USD for a Bitcoin has in a decade 
earned a phenomenal return of 40,000 USD per coin. The flip 
side is in the US and other global markets fears of Omicron, 
mutant of Covid 19, could devastate the world more than its 
predecessor corona or delta virus made the Bitcoin tumble 
down as steeply as $52,000. 

Bitcoin, the most popular of all the virtual currencies in 
the crypto market, is gaining popularity in India keeping pace 
with the trends globally. Since the market is unregulated, 
the Modi government feared that the crypto market could 
become a whip lash injury on the economy and would 

SPOTLIGHT

Finance Minister, Ms. Nirmala Sitharaman
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make demonetization a useless exercise by the government 
initiated some years ago to root out black money and 
corruption.

Problem is that side by side with genuine investors, there 
are also people from the dark web, money launderers, 
Narcos traffickers, smugglers, and tax evaders investing their 
unaccounted and illegally earned monies in this market. Since 
this is virtual currency, its storage value is immense. A bit coin 
can earn or be stored from anything between Rs 250 to Rs 
2,50,000 or 2,50,00,000 per unit. The crypto currency moves 
across money markets in the world and hence its investor 
and the amount invested is invisible and untraceable by 
authorities. A spin off from the world of dark web. 

That’s the reason government decided to regulate the 
market, ban trading in virtual currency and introduce its own 
digital currency through the federal bank Reserve Bank of 
India so as to monitor the investments by people, earn taxes 
increasing the revenue base and also introduce an element of 
accountability for the investments and make it legally viable.

The government listed the bill in parliament in Lok Sabha, 
as Finance Minister Ms. Nirmala Sitharaman announced in 
the upper house that government planned to introduce the 
legislation to regulate the cryptocurrency market. 

The Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital 
Currency Bill, 2021, listed in the ongoing Winter Session of 
Parliament, seeks to prohibit all private cryptocurrencies in 
India, however, it allows for certain exceptions to promote 
the underlying technology of cryptocurrencies and its uses.

The finance minister also said that regulation of NFTs 
(non-fungible token) is also being discussed by the Centre. 
The Finance Minister told the Rajya Sabha : "We are close 
to bringing a bill in parliament. It will be introduced in the 
house once cabinet clears the bill." The new Bill has come 
up after reworking on the old one that could not be tabled 
in previous sessions of Parliament. She said that the risk that 
cryptocurrencies can lead to undesirable activities is also 
being closely monitored.

Globally the Bitcoin and Crypto Currency market 
has been evolving slowly over the last 10 years, 
but gained momentum in the last one year. In 
USA, a fine example is that an average middle-
class citizen who paid just 02 USD for a Bitcoin 
has in a decade earned a phenomenal return of 
40,000 USD per coin. 
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"No decision was taken on banning its advertisements. 
However, steps are taken to create awareness through RBI 
and SEBI," she said. On the issue of amount of taxes collected 
by the Government on crypto trades, Sitharaman said, "Don't 
have ready information about the amount of tax collected on 
cryptocurrencies." Ms. Sitharaman had on November 29 said 
that there is no proposal to recognize  Bitcoin as a currency. 
The finance minister also said in the written response that 
the government does not collect data on Bitcoin transactions.

Bitcoin is a digital currency that allows people to buy 
goods and services and exchange money without involving 
banks, credit card issuers or other third parties. The major 
crypto currencies operating in the market are : 1. Coinbase, 2. 
Voyager, 3. BlockFi, 4) Uphold, 5. Kraken, 6. eToro, 7) Bitcoin. 
RA, 8. Crypto.com, 9. Binance, 10. Hodlnaut, according to 
sources. 

The FM announcement sent the crypto market into a 
real tumble. It had a ripple effect on the stock exchanges 

also such as the BSE and NSE as the government had finally 
repealed the three farm laws bowing to the sentiments of 
agitating farmers in Punjab and Haryana. This was because 
the corporates who had invested millions in warehouses and 
retail Agri food chains went into a shock and they were 
the investors in both the stock exchanges as also the crypto 
markets. 

All major cryptocurrencies saw a fall of around 15 per 
cent or more, with Bitcoin down over 17 percent, Ethereum 
falling by close to 15 per cent, and Tether down by almost 
18 per cent.

Ban in the offing for some time
Regulators including the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and 
Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) had been raising 
concerns before a parliamentary panel about how some 
individual investors are collecting money in small towns - with 
business models resembling those of chit funds - for investing 
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in crypto assets. This has apparently put the government on 
alert which led to the regulation bill.

India is set to red flag several investment schemes launched 
by individuals and cryptocurrency exchanges that are similar 
to chit funds, multi-level marketing (MLM) and systematic 
investment plans (SIP), as it seeks to build a robust regulatory 
framework to protect vulnerable rural populations buying 
risky crypto assets, a leading economic daily said in a special 
report on the crypto market.

RBI had pointed out how some Indians started accepting 
cryptocurrency payments for export services, thus posing a 
broader systemic risk. "It is observed that some individuals are 
going to small towns and raising money from people, mainly 
in cash, with the promise of great returns in cryptocurrencies," 
according to people in the know. "This is exactly like chit 
funds, but without any framework or regulations."

Regulators have noticed instances in Uttar Pradesh and 
Bihar, where collective investment schemes or chit funds 

have been floated to pool money for alleged investments in 
cryptocurrencies. Crypto exchanges and related associations 
have also made representations to the panel of central 
lawmakers. 

Besides chit funds, even MLM-like schemes are being 
promoted by some unregulated entities, warn insiders, says 
the daily . "In India, a lot of scams are driven by smart contracts 
- anyone can launch their own coin and start raising money," 
Siddharth Sogani, founder, CREBACO, a cryptocurrency 
research firm. Was quoted as saying.

Scam Schemes
"There is one scam every week in India where fraudsters are 
trying to do a multi-level-marketing or collective investment 
scheme, which promises astronomical returns to people, 
"Sogani was reported  as saying. 

CREBACO had red-flagged a "fake cryptocurrency 
exchange" that announced hiring plans. The exchange was 
only collecting money and was a "scam," said insiders. In 
another instance, a small company started collecting money 
from small investors in Uttar Pradesh with the promise of 
doubling their invested funds in a year. 

Mitigating Risk
RBI has repeatedly warned that cryptocurrency poses a 
systemic risk to India's economy. Most exchanges are wary 
of individuals collecting money and investing in crypto assets 
which has a business model not dissimilar to those at chit 
funds. Cryptocurrency exchanges and associations have 
even raised concerns about how some fly-by-night crypto 
exchanges have mushroomed in the past few months, 
from which the government should differentiate genuine 
exchanges. Government moves to float its own digital 
currency and ban virtual currency in unregulated markets 
where it cannot monitor the movement of currencies, which 
is an exclusive domain of the federal bank and commercial 
banks, is therefore a step in the right direction.  
Feedback: ashoktnex@gmail.com

"No decision was taken on banning its 
advertisements. However, steps are taken 
to create awareness through RBI and SEBI," 
she said. On the issue of amount of taxes 
collected by the Government on crypto 
trades, Sitharaman said, "Don't have ready 
information about the amount of tax 
collected on cryptocurrencies." 
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The Cryptocurrency market, especially the Bitcoin, is 
mushrooming and ballooning into an uncontrollable 

unregulated money market ringing alarm bells for the Indian 
government with fears that the small investor may be taken 
for a ride, illegal activities might go unchecked and tax 
evasion may again become the bane of the economy. 

Little wonder that the government of Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi has tabled the Cryptocurrency Regulation 
bill in Parliament. Corporate Tycoons thought it fit to ask V 
Rajendran, former Chairman of Cyber Society of India and 
an authority on cybercrimes, a legal counsel to governments 
in various forms of cybercrimes and Chairman of the Digital 
Security Association of India (DiSai), a Chennai based NGO.  

In an exclusive interview, Rajendran explained to our 
Executive Editor TN Ashok based in Delhi the features of 
crypto currency and what government seeks to do with the 
bills. He explained the complex technologies involved that 
evades traditional forms of commerce such as banks, card 
transactions on net, and paper currency trading.  

EXCERPTS FROM THE INTERVIEW

Q: Since Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have 
become popular form of storage, has it defeated 
the purpose of demonetization to root out black 
money? With its distinct advantage of being able to 
store large chests of currency, it avoids being traced, 
escapes accountability, and leads to tax evasion. Is it 
not a major problem for tax authorities? 
A: Yes, well said.  Bitcoin has become popular because it’s a 
‘currency’ maintained always in a crypto format i.e., no one 
other than the intended persons, can understand or decipher 
the currency or its method of storing, or other virtual currency 
accounts in cryptocurrency exchanges and save comfortably, 
completely outside the supervisory control of RBI.  Hence, 
so long as Cryptocurrencies are permitted, government 
cannot root out black money and even any claim that the 
government is on a war-path against black-money, would 
be grossly unjustified. Cryptocurrencies have the potential to 
destabilise the economic and financial structure of the nation, 
encouraging people to trade in huge black money completely 

outside the purview of the nation’s supervision and regulation 
thus providing perfect haven for money earned through 
illegal means like bribe, global arms peddling, international 
human trafficking, particularly ransom-ware (an increasing 
trend these days).  

Q: Do you think  the tabling of the bill to regulate the 
crypto currency market or seek to ban it is timely? 
A: From what I learn from reliable sources, cryptocurrencies 
including trading in it, is going to be banned in India.  An 
earlier attempt at banning cryptocurrencies taken by RBI by 
issuing a circular in April 2018, cautioning banks not to deal 
with Cryptocurrencies, was struck down by the Supreme 
Court in the famous case of Internet Mobile Association of 
India v Reserve Bank of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No.528 and 
Writ Petition (Civil) 373 of 2018. Though the apex court did 
not equate cryptocurrency with real money, it nevertheless 
stated that the RBI Circular which effectively banned 
cryptocurrency was a disproportionate measure and required 

INTERVIEW

Cryptocurrencies are a perfect haven for trading bribe money, investing black money, ideal 
for illegal trades not just national but mainly at a global level. 
- By TN Ashok 

Cryptocurrencies Are Not Currencies 
so Government is Right in Banning 

V Rajendran, former Chairman of Cyber Society of India and an 
authority on cybercrimes
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to be set aside. This ruling was taken to be a green signal for 
cryptocurrencies (read Bitcoins) in India, with all the players 
going agog and full stream in Bitcoin trading.  Neither the 
RBI nor the Government considered it expedient to go on an 
appeal against the verdict.    

Cryptocurrencies are a perfect haven for trading bribe 
money, investing black money, ideal for illegal trades not just 
national but mainly at a global level.  A Cryptocurrency account 
is NOT monitored, NOT regulated and does not come under 
the purview of any government’s supervision or controlling 
mechanism or a regulating body.  Hence it deserves to be 
banned.  With the proposed Bill, the government is considering 
introducing a crypto Indian Rupees i.e., a digital currency 
within the purview of the national financial RBI itself so that 
the federal bank can monitor its exchange, impact, flow and 
trade within the powers vested with it as the national agency 
to issue currency.  In fact, right now, the crypto currencies 
being traded in India are not “currencies” at all in India as per 
existing Indian laws, since RBI alone is empowered to issue 
a currency and the present crypto currency (be it Bitcoin or 
Ethereum or whatever) is not issued by RBI.  Hence it would 
be a misnomer to call these as ‘currencies’ right now. 

Q: How far do you think govt regulation and RBIs 
digital currency regulate the crypto market where 
we find illegal activities such as money laundering 
and terror funding also takes place? Will the 
government's move bring genuine investors to the 
mainstream with government- operated digital 
currency?
A: The proposed government regulation and RBI’s digital 
currency will certainly wreck the crypto currency market in 
India.  But, even before the Bill is being tabled, there are 
talks about some exceptions to be included in the proposed 
Bill.  The protagonists and the lobbyists for Cryptocurrencies 
are very strongly striving for introducing, strengthening and 
enhancing the contents of ‘exception’ so that those who 
want to trade are adequately taken care of!  This is a very 
serious trend.  Senior retired RBI executives (and many serving 
RBI officials too), many patriotic citizens, cryptocurrency 
watchers, finance analysts and economists interested in the 
nation welfare are categorical in emphasizing that there 
should be no exceptions at all.  In India, the black market 
will strive to thrive on some such clause like exceptions or 
exclusions and there will be a host of legal luminaries rushing 
to go to the courts either praying for setting aside the bill 
or at least trying to come under the ‘exceptions’ so that 
their ‘clientele’ is adequately protected.  If the government 
is serious in its fight against black money, it should introduce 
banning the cryptocurrency and of course, bringing in the 
regime of Digital Crypto Indian Rupees completely issued 
by RBI (which RBI is already empowered) and well within 
its supervision and monitoring. Such a move will certainly 
boost the financial sector at least motivating those who 
want to do genuine trade in the cryptocurrency market like 
investment avenues in share market, commodity market, 
metals (gold and silver), foreign currency etc. under the 
regulatory regime of SEBI.   

Bitcoin has become popular because it’s a 
‘currency’ maintained always in a crypto 
format i.e., no one other than the intended 
persons, can understand or decipher the 
currency or its method of storing, or other 
virtual currency accounts in cryptocurrency 
exchanges and save comfortably, completely 
outside the supervisory control of RBI.
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Q: Why this craze for cryptocurrency in India and 
what seemingly are its advantages over paper 
currency? 
A: The world is now witnessing this new form of exchange 
monetary medium which some prefer to call ‘currency’. A 
physical and conventional currency is a coin or a printed note 
like US dollar, Indian Rupee or Euro etc, all of which we can 
see, carry and use. As against this, a cryptocurrency is a ‘virtual 
currency’ as accepted modes of payment and currencies of 
exchanges in the limited group within which they are traded, 
at the market determined (though highly volatile) rate. 

Q: Is the Cryptocurrency not regulated by any 
authorities that it escapes monitoring? 
A: A cryptocurrency, is mostly decentralized, and the 
regulations inside the network are governed by the 
majority of the community itself, with no central oversight 
mechanism like a controlling authority. In the organised and 
regulated market, there is always a systemic representation 
of the digital form of currency (as opposed to physical 
currency). A crypto currency can NEVER take a printed form, 
because it is NOT monitored, NOT regulated and nobody 
has given any shape or colour or design or model to it and 

hence it can NEVER be printed or SEEN. Being completely 
unregulated and it is always a ‘estimation’ for anyone to 
say how much cryptocurrencies are in ‘circulation’ in a 
nation or globally too. 

Q: How prevalent and deep is the penetration of 
Cryptocurrency like Bitcoin in India?
A: In countries like India, it is very roughly estimated that 0.02% 
of the national currency in circulation is in cryptocurrencies 
especially the Bitcoins. It is this lack of regulation, which 
is a boon for the investors and of course a bane for the 
governments wanting to regulate.  It is called ‘crypto’ 
because it can be created by a complex computer algorithm-
based software and also in a process called ‘mining’.  Since 
the value depends on the demand and supply mechanism 
the supply or the possibility of getting it mined is kept very 
complex and thus scarcity is maintained.  Its demand (and 
supply too) is within the restricted community worldwide.

Q: How does the Cryptocurrency work in the virtual 
world and what are the processes involved in its 
trading and remaining untraced by the authorities? 
A: To give a simple example of how a cryptocurrency works, 

INTERVIEW
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imagine the use of some paper tokens or plastic coins used 
in a particular campus say a huge factory cum residential 
city or a big complex of an educational institution with a 
hostel, a canteen, class-rooms etc.  Suppose the canteen 
uses a plastic token currency in various denominations and 
returns the same to students as the balance after a purchase 
and suppose further the same tokens are freely exchanged 
inside the campus i.e., in all the shops inside the campus as 
stated above.  In a small measure and within the campus 
it may be acceptable (and that too for the pre-determined 
value assigned to it) but when it becomes a freely traded 
money outside the campus and in a major proportion, if 
this becomes a ‘currency’ beyond the purview of financial 
structure of the nation and RBI in particular. 

Q: How does one access the cryptocurrency and how 
does one invest in it, how certain or uncertain is this 
currency? 
A: You can buy cryptocurrency with a credit card or, in some 
cases, get it through a process called “mining.”  There are 
Bitcoins ATMs numbering around 10,000 in the USA, around 
1000 in Canada and a few hundred in the UK and quite a 
small number in other countries.  In India, there are none.  
Cryptocurrency is stored in a digital wallet, either online, on 
your computer, or on other hardware. It is a digital asset, 
and a payment system OWNED by NOBODY, regulated by 
NONE, and expressed as an open computer source software.  

There are many cryptocurrencies in circulation worldwide, 
with the number reported to be more than 1500 at present 
as commonly reported and according to another estimate it 
runs into more than 5000 too.    

Q: What is Bitcoin and why is it to so popular in India? 
Is it tad a bit late for the government to regulate the 
virtual currency when its unofficially estimated that 
more than Rs 10,000 crore has been invested by over 
100 individuals? 
A: Bitcoins, widely seen as a pioneer in the arena, was reportedly 
invented in 2009 by a Russian named Santoshi Nakamoto, 
whose biography is mysterious and not much is known about 
him (or maybe a group of men by that name, who could be the 
founders) for reasons better known to him/them. 

While introducing the concept of Bitcoin, the anonymous 
person or people also introduced the first database for the 
technology called Blockchain, to enable payment through 
Bitcoin. 

The value of a cryptocurrency is so volatile that one Bitcoin, 
was traded at around Rs.2.5 lakhs towards the end of 2019 
and hardly in less than two years it is now more than Rs.14 
lakhs per unit/coin. Naturally, in Indian Rupees, its trading 
is in one eighth decimal. It is so volatile, unpredictable, 
uncontrolled and completely unregulated that many countries 
have not even recognised this as a currency (though Google 
has).  India has not, so far.  
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Q: What is this block chain technology in the world of crypto 
currency and how does it operate? 
A: Technology behind cryptocurrencies is normally a blockchain technology. 
Blockchain is a public distributed ledger verified by network nodes and 
authenticated through the computer source code in the app provided. It is 
an open-source software, with no person, company or country owning this 
network, just as no one owns the Internet. In this system, users transact 
directly with the other end, without an intermediary like a bank or a credit 
card company or a clearing house. 

Since this is a computer based cryptographic technology, it has become 
easier in the modern-day

digital banking era, for many banking transactions too. (Banking circles say 
that in EXIM, exporters and importers have resorted to crypto transactions as 
its faster and easier to trade large amounts of monies) It can be described as 
a digitised and decentralised public ledger of all crypto-currency transactions. 
A blockchain can be compared to the Operating System (like MS Windows or 
Mac etc) of a computer, on which applications like Browser and Office Suite 
with MS Word etc are loaded, and function. It is a system on which virtual 
currencies like Bitcoins and Ethereum’s actually sit. Some private banks in India 
are reportedly transacting through blockchain already.  

Q: Will the blockchain technology operating the cryptocurrency 
affect traditional forms of currency trading or cheque-based 
transactions? 
A: Blockchain technology, when introduced, was actually prophesied to change 
the world, portended to rock the banking industry and revolutionise its basic 
structure, just as the internet did, a few decades ago, in changing the way the 
world communicates. It is like a public ledger in which the participants maintain 
accounts in the form of virtual currency or crypto-currency called Bitcoins or 
Ethereum and was originally developed as an accounting method exclusively 
for such currencies, but in a short span of a few years, this technology has 
progressed pretty much faster compared to that of Bitcoins, for which it was 
basically conceptualised. 

Q: So, you are saying that Blockchain can be compared to SWIFT 
we use for international funds transfers between foreign banks to 
Indian banks to foreign banks in overseas transactions? 
A:  Yes, Blockchain can be compared to a SWIFT (Society for Worldwide 
Interbank Financial Telecommunication) transaction that enables trade payment 

among all member banks throughout the 
world accepted globally as the most popular 
one, ensuring security of communication. 

These accounts are normally opened with 
zero balances also.  At the time of opening 
of a Bitcoin account, the firms claim that 
they do ask for identification credentials 
like passport or Aadhaar and add that these 
details are not shared with any one and the 
ID is never revealed. Being completely non-
regulated, there is no fear of these id details 
being given to the government or regulator 
like RBI, SEBI or TRAI. It is also reported that 
subsequently the details so given may always 
be altered with no further submission of ID 
proofs.  Needless to say, one can get the 
details, armed with a court order only. 

Q: What is the global scenario on 
crypto currency? It’s said that it’s been 
operating for more than a decade, but 
suddenly mushroomed in an explosive 
fashion worldwide in the last few 
years? 
A: The Global Scenario:  There are many 
European nations, mostly the smaller ones, 
like Slovenia, Estonia, Switzerland (which has 
one of the biggest Bitcoin exchange houses 
by name ‘Coinbase;), Luxenberg (which has 
‘Bit stamp’ one of the most popular Bitcoin 
exchanges), in which many crypto-currencies 
especially the Bitcoins are freely traded and 
widely accepted.) It is widely reported in 
business circles not just in the grey market 
or the dark web but in the open Internet 
too, that many businessmen and politicians 
invest in these nations and crypto-currencies, 
through which their account balances are 
not regulated, not transparent with even the 
names not revealed but exchange (i.e., buy 
and sell or transfer to and receive from) takes 
place with absolute comfort by the click of a 
mouse in the computer.    
(Visit disai.in or disai.com for further 
information on the NGO). 
(The author TN Ashok was former Economics 
Editor of PTI has written 100s of articles 
on commerce, finance and trade and is 
a corporate advisor on communications 
strategies). 
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Guideposts, A Management 
Handbook for Entrepreneurs

BOOK REVIEW

Whether you are an entrepreneur, 
intrapreneur or a solopreneur, a 

newly published  book Guideposts, by 
entrepreneur Vikrant Vartak is worth 
reading wherein he shares business 
mantras of  visionaries and corporate 
leaders  whom he had interviewed on 
the  podium of The Senate Talk Shows.  
Vikrant Vartak wears different hats. He is 
Author, Blogger, Talk Show Host, Panel 
Discussion Moderator and Entrepreneur. 

Though Vikrant may not have  any 
journalistic experience, he has been 
conducting and anchoring the Senate 
Talk Shows very well in his own inimitable 
style after doing a thorough research on 
the subject. 

In Vikrant’s own words, “These Talk 
Shows and this book are meant to serve as 
guideposts to help you navigate through 
your entrepreneurial/intrapreneurial 
journey. They are meant to make your 
approach more cerebral than visceral”.

 The book aims to expose entrepreneurs 
to a wide  array of thoughts and ideas 
derived from 500 plus hours spent 
cumulatively interviewing  and learning 
from them. As a result , the book is a 
commentary on their experiential insights, 
wisdom and knowledge on which the 
readers  can ruminate. 

In this book Vikrant has amalgamated 
views of the business leaders with the 
principles of management theory to get 
different perspective of looking at the 
managerial functions and challenges. 

What it takes to succeed in business is 
often starkly different than  what it takes 
in  academics. “It is often witnessed that 
many people who did well in academics 

do not do well in the world of work. Likewise, success in the world of work 
does not guarantee success in the world of entrepreneurship” adds Vikrant.

 The book uses 21 The Senate Talk Shows as the foundation and has two 
parts. Part 1 contains a chapter dedicated to fifteen out of these twenty-one 
Talk Shows. These are those fifteen Talk Shows which had the most fascinating 
storytelling blended with very high enrichment.  “ The remaining Talk Shows 
helped me make the Part 2 stronger. 

Part 2 contains essays on ten important functional areas. These essays 
distill the takeaways across Talk Shows on each of these functional areas. 
They weave together what was said during these Talk Shows, pertaining to 
the said area, with some rich learning derived from some of the best books 
on these subjects” adds Vikrant. 

The book aims to expose entrepreneurs to a wide  array of thoughts and ideas derived from 
500 plus hours spent cumulatively interviewing  and learning from them. 
- By A Correspondent

Mayor of Pune , Murlidhar Mohol  releasing Vikrant’s book  Guideposts
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Swiggy to invest USD 700 million  
in Instamart  

Swiggy, India’s leading on-demand delivery platform,  
announced that it will invest USD 700 million in its 

express grocery delivery service Instamart. Launched in 
Gurugram and Bangalore in 2020, Swiggy Instamart is 
now serving customers across 18 cities, and doing over 
1 million orders per week.

In the last few months, Swiggy Instamart has on-
boarded more than one seller-run dark store every day. 
By January 2022, it will make deliveries in 15 minutes 
by having the network of dark stores very close to the 
majority of its customers.

“At our current growth trajectory, Instamart is set to 
reach an annualised GMV run rate of  USD 1 billion in 
the next three quarters. With our food delivery business 
trending at a USD 3 billion annualised GMV run rate, 
and Instamart’s super-charged growth, we’re very 
excited about our convenience mission coming to life 
in a very big way,” said Sriharsha Majety, CEO, Swiggy.

 The platform offers an assortment of products 
across categories like fresh fruits and vegetables, daily 
bread and eggs, cooking essentials, beverages, instant 
food and munchies, personal and baby care, home and 

Postage Stamp to mark 75 years of the Mahindra Group  

cleaning, specially curated to suit the demand requirements of 
each location. It is available in Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, 
Coimbatore, Chandigarh, Delhi, Gurugram, Hyderabad, Indore, 
Jaipur, Kolkata, Kochi, Lucknow, Ludhiana, Mumbai, Noida, Pune 
and Vizag as early as 7 am and as late as 1 am.

A special Commemorative Postage 
Stamp to mark the 75th anniversary 

of Mahindra Group was released by 
Devusinh Chauhan, the Hon'ble Minister 
of State for Communications along with 
Anand Mahindra, Chairman, Mahindra 
Group in the presence of officials from the 
Department of Post and colleagues from 
the Mahindra Group.

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Devusinh 
Chauhan, Hon'ble Minister of State for Communications 
said, "Over the last 75 years, the Mahindra Group through 
its various businesses in farming, automotive, finance, 
IT & telecommunications has contributed significantly 
towards the growth and development of our nation. The 
Government of India under the visionary and dynamic 
leadership of the Hon'ble Prime Minister, Shri Narendra 
Modi has taken several initiatives during last 7 years, 
which have immensely benefited Indian industries and 
businesses and unleashed their true potential. Among 
the most notable of them is "Atma Nirbhar Bharat", 
which supports homegrown products, industries and 

businesses. I am happy to state that 
Mahindra Group is a fine example of 
Atma Nirbhar Bharat, which is worth 
emulating and encouraging for all. 
I can assure you that the support 
of Modi Government, through its 
proactive policies, will continue in 
aforesaid areas. I congratulate the 
Mahindra Group for their extraordinary 
and sustained success. I also wish them 

all the best for their future initiatives."
Remarking on the Group's journey, Anand Mahindra, 

Chairman, Mahindra Group said, "We at the Mahindra 
Group are truly honoured to have this commemorative 
postage stamp issued on our 75th anniversary and are 
thankful to the Department of Posts and honourable 
minister for this acknowledgment. Commencing its 
journey as a steel-trading venture seven decades ago, 
Mahindra was founded with a vision of being a firm 
imbued with a national purpose and a new outlook. 
Since then, Mahindra Group has steadily evolved into a 
global brand, spanning nations and industries.
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The pandemic triggered increased adoption of 
mechanisation due to labour migration, resulting 

in good growth in farm machinery sales in FY 20-21. 
Identified as a key tool to increase agri production 
globally, several studies suggest a direct correlation 
between farm mechanization and increased yield. 
This leads to several economic and social benefits for 
farmers. Farm machinery industry in India has largely 
been focused on low technology implements mainly 
manufactured by unorganised workshops in rural 
areas. Hence it needs to grow rapidly like the tractor 
industry. Indian and global brands are furthering efforts 
in this space.

This will drive manufacturing employment, 
technology development, improve farm incomes and 
create export opportunities for India. Technology 
changes include fuel injection systems, modified air 
management systems and exhaust after treatment 
systems. These would ensure that farm mechanisation 
continues to be sustainable in the future. Dealer 
networks and employees are gearing up to be future 
ready to be able to adapt to the requirements that 

Key Mega Trends defining the Future of 
Farm Mechanization 

Vi Showcases 5G for a Better Tomorrow 

Vodafone Idea Limited (VIL), leading telecom operator, on November 
26 demonstrated a range of 5G-based technology solutions as 

part of its ongoing 5G trials on Govt. allocated 5G spectrum in Pune, 
Maharashtra and Gandhinagar, Gujarat.

According to Ravinder Takkar, MD & CEO, Vodafone Idea Limited, 
“With our 5G trials underway, Vi is preparing to take India on the next 
journey of fifth generation wireless mobile communication technology. 
Our 5G trials showcase a whole new world of possibilities across various 
domains that promise a new era of technology advancement in India. 
I am confident that 5G will bring a better tomorrow that will deliver 
significant benefits to consumers, businesses and society, driving digital 
economy growth in India.” 

With the purpose for a better tomorrow, Vi has been conducting 5G 
trials and developed a wide range of use cases relevant for Enterprises 
and Consumers in India. Vi has partnered with industry leaders like L&T 
Smart World & Communication, Athonet, Indian start-ups like Vizzbee 
& Tweek Labs, and technology leaders – Ericsson and Nokia for trialling 
use cases in the two locations.

Committed to helping its customers thrive and have a better 
tomorrow, Vi is leveraging the power of 5G technology across segments 
such as industry 4.0, smart cities, smart healthcare, smart workplace, 
smart education, smart agriculture, gaming, amongst others. Vi’s trials 

these new technologies will bring in. 
Hemant Sikka- President, Farm Equipment Sector, Mahindra 

Ltd. & President of Tractor and Mechanization Association (TMA) 
says, “Farmers need focus on agronomy advisory services, access 
to advanced farm equipment on rent and new-age precision 
farming solutions to bring down costs, improve productivity and 
income.”

have proven that high data speed, low latency and 
reliability of 5G technology, can bring about massive 
developments by enhancing business performance, 
revolutionizing customer experience, changing 
consumer lifestyle and positively impacting people 
dwelling in remote corners of India. 

Vi has been allocated 26 GHz and 3.5 GHz 
spectrum in the mmWave band by the DoT, for 5G 
network trials and use cases. Vi has achieved peak 
speeds in excess of 1.5 Gbps on 3.5 GHz, more 
than 4.2 Gbps on 26 GHz and up to 9.8 Gbps on 
backhaul spectrum of E-bands.

Hemant Sikka 
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Guest Column

With the global community seeing India in the 21st century 
very differently, we have no choice but to accept the mantle 

of being a global leader in helping the country to counterbalance 
China’s growing influence in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). This is 
a responsibility that Prime Minister Narendra Modi has shown every 
indication of shouldering, starting from way back in March 2015 

The Maritime Research Centre is keen to 
play a major role in this critical national and 
regional initiative. 

Formulating an 
Indo-Pacific 
Strategy

Dr. (Cdr) Arnab Das, 
a retired Indian Navy 
Commander, is a 
researcher, maritime 
strategist and 
entrepreneur. He is the 
Founder-Director of 
the Maritime Research 
Centre (MRC) that is 
working on Underwater 
Domain Awareness 
(UDA).  

Dr. (Cdr) Arnab Das
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and the ports across the river systems and many more. 
The security apparatus including the Navy, Coast Guard 
and others have built their Maritime Domain Awareness 
(MDA) capabilities through multiple projects, however, the 
underwater component of the SAGAR vision somehow 
remains ignored in the entire realization plan.

This is where the Underwater Domain Awareness (UDA) 
framework, as formulated by the Maritime Research Centre 
(MRC), comes in: as a concept that encourages pooling of 
resources and synergizing of efforts across the stakeholders 
at both the national and regional level to be able to overcome 
the socio-economic and the science and technology 
challenges of the IOR. The stakeholders of UDA include the 
national security apparatus, the blue economic entities, the 
environment and disaster management authorities and the 
science and technology providers. UDA is aligned to the 
SAGAR vision and would require nuanced strategic initiatives 
to ensure Safe, Secure, Sustainable Growth for India in the 
IOR and the Indo-Pacific. This, therefore, needs an attempt 
to build on the strategic rhetoric right from the Indo-Pacific 
and identify the gaps for realizing the SAGAR vision to its 
true potential with the UDA framework. 

India has displayed significant maritime intent and 
initiative to build infrastructure and capabilities in the 21st 
century. The Indian Navy hosted the first-ever International 
Fleet Review off Mumbai in 2001 to showcase its naval 
might and promote maritime diplomacy with the theme 
Bridges of Friendship. This event, which projected India’s 
new relevance in the post-Cold War period, was followed 

when he announced the Security And Growth for All in 
the Region (SAGAR) vision, which was a bold and strategic 
foreign policy announcement that recognizes a leadership 
role for India in the IOR.

While delivering the keynote address at the annual 
Shangri-La Dialogue three years later, he once more 
highlighted India’s perspective on the regional security 
dynamics, particularly in the backdrop of the emerging 
Indo-Pacific as a single strategic space. The Indian and 
Pacific Oceans are, obviously, interconnected and important 
for both security and commerce. Together with the re-
emergence of the ‘Quad’  - the US, India, Japan and Australia 
– the Prime Minister’s declarations amplify India’s maritime 
potential and recognize its strategic shift from a continental 
outlook to a maritime power.

The government on its part has initiated multiple 
mega projects to complement the SAGAR vision, like the 
Sagarmala for port-led growth, the national waterway 
project for enhanced connectivity between the hinterland 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
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by the declaration of the ‘Indian Maritime Military Strategy’ 
of Freedom to Use the Seas in 2007 to smoothen the Navy’s 
interaction with the bureaucracy and ensure political support 
for building adequate force levels to manage any perceived 
maritime threats. The following year saw the launch of the 
Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS). 

The Ministry of Shipping then came up with its National 
Maritime Agenda 2010-2020, declared in Jan 2011, while 
multiple government agencies and private industries 
continued to build their maritime infrastructure. The many 
limitations for sustainable growth, however, led to numerous 
commentators pointing out the lack of strategic vision at 
the national level which would prevent most of these efforts 
adding up to a substantial contribution for meeting the 
emergent challenges.

After the new government took over in May 2014, it 
gave a massive thrust in the maritime capability and capacity 
building on multiple fronts. It gave a massive boost to the 
Sagarmala programme, mooted by the NDA government 
led by Prime Minister A B Vajpayee in 2003. This became 
the flagship project of the Ministry of Shipping to promote 

port-led development in the country by exploiting India’s 
7,500-km-long coastline and 14,500 km of potentially 
navigable waterways, and its strategic location on key 
international maritime trade routes. This, it said, entails 
investing R8.5 trillion to modernise existing ports, set up 
new mega ports, develop 14 Coastal Employment Zones 
(CEZs) and Coastal Employment Units, enhancing port 
connectivity by road, rail, multi-modal logistics parks, 
pipelines and waterways as well as promoting coastal 
community development, to boost merchandise exports by 
US$110 billion and generate around 10 million direct and 
indirect jobs. 

While the Prime Minister’s strategic vision in March 2015 
of “a future for the Indian Ocean that lives up to the name 
of SAGAR - Security And Growth for All in the Region” was 
endorsed six months later by the Indian Navy’s latest maritime 
strategy, titled “Ensuring Secure Seas: Indian Maritime 
Security Strategy”, it is being increasingly recognized that 
India is emerging as the key global player, economically 
and politically under his leadership. However, the Chinese 
influence among the Indian Ocean littorals is also on the 

Guest Column
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rise, which could be detrimental to India’s interests. 
The SAGAR, Sagarmala, Ensuring Secure Seas: Indian 

Maritime Security Strategy and more are a series of 
strategic intent, strongly backed by policy support and 
tightly managed with significant maritime capacity and 
capability-building initiatives, are the highlights of the Modi 
government’s term in office. 

The Prime Minister’s articulation of India’s vision for the 
Indo-Pacific did not disappoint the strategic experts present 
and others following global affairs. As a commentator 
pointed out, his speech amplified the central and ongoing 
themes of India’s role on the world stage: a focus on its own 
long civilizational history of international engagement — 
and raising global awareness of that history; its sense of itself 
as playing a linking role for the larger Indo-Pacific space; 
and its commitment to principles, rule of law, and a theory 
of equality for nations as part of its general commitment to 
the liberal international order”. 

The challenges from the maritime global commons 
can be categorized into three levels from the perspective 
of capacity and capability-building: Natural Disasters, 
Sustainable Growth and Threats from Non-State Actors. 
The Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) has been a major 
maritime capacity and capability-building initiative in 
India in the last decade, driven by the security forces and 
supported by the government post the 26/11 incident. Its 
underwater component, or Underwater Domain Awareness 
(UDA), will be far more complex to implement, particularly 
for the tropical littoral waters of the IOR where the sub-
optimal performance of is a major concern. 

Because these require participation of far too many 
stakeholders and policy makers, from the Indian Navy to the 
naval labs under the Defence Research and Development 
Organization (DRDO), UDA cannot be just an underwater 
extension of the traditional MDA. The R&D effort and the 
associated resources required to ensure effectiveness need 
to go beyond the defence budget and widening the scope 
and mandate across the stakeholders. 

SAGAR, the highest-ever declaration to define India’s 
regional outlook for the IOR, 

acknowledges the security concerns, recognizes the 
tremendous economic potential for the nations in the region, 
emphasises the need for regional consolidation to prevent 
extra-regional powers from meddling with our peace and 
prosperity, and aims to revive the rich maritime heritage. 
While the government has initiated multiple projects to fast-
track the maritime infrastructure, the challenges of ensuring 
effective SAGAR include the domestic issues including 
demographic challenge to channelize the energies of the 
young India towards productive engagement, which needs 

the opening up of new employment areas. The external 
issues include security threats as the massive maritime 
infrastructure push creates unregulated activities and poses 
sustainability concerns in the IOR. 

The increasing maritime activities are also accompanied 
by higher noise levels in the ocean – which affects marine 
species using sound for multiple biologically critical functions 
like foraging, navigation, communication, finding mates 
and more. The frequent stranding of marine mammals 
along the Indian coast is a manifestation of this acoustic 
habitat degradation. 

The stakeholders in the UDA will have their specific 
requirements, but the core will remain the acoustic capacity 
and capability. Vital to all this are the sensing of the undersea 
domain for threats, resources and activities, making sense of 
the data generated for security strategies, conservation plans 
and resource utilization plans, formulating and monitoring 
all this at the local, national and global level.

A mix of Commercially Off The Shelf (COTS) equipment for 
data collection and also specific prototype design of sensor 
and data acquisition systems may have to be developed to 
be installed across static and dynamic platforms to map the 
entire area. The stakeholders may be covertly integrated 
in this entire programme to tap their data collection. The 
Human Resource requirement will be immense: policy 
experts, technologists and management need to work 
together, and the mix of young and experienced people 
must be engaged with formal training and state-of-the-art 
exposure to fieldwork and analysis tools. 

With the UDA framework presenting a comprehensive 
way forward to address the requirements of the Indo-Pacific 
Strategic formulation, the MRC, Pune is keen to play a major 
role in this critical national and regional initiative. 

The Ministry of Shipping then came 
up with its National Maritime Agenda 
2010-2020, declared in Jan 2011, while 
multiple government agencies and 
private industries continued to build 
their maritime infrastructure. The many 
limitations for sustainable growth, 
however, led to numerous commentators 
pointing out the lack of strategic vision 
at the national level which would prevent 
most of these efforts adding up to a 
substantial contribution for meeting the 
emergent challenges.
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LOGISTICS

This startup is useful for everyone, specifically to all small business owners, people 
renovating their houses, people who travel often for work or anyone who needs to 
de-clutter their residential and commercial properties.

- By Chandran Iyer

This Man Turns Your 
Space Into Cash Flow

According to relationship coaches, a bit of 
personal space and a little time apart is 

always healthy if you want a relationship to last. 
But space is not needed only to bring hearts 
closer. You also need space to store material 
things especially in the metros where there is 
space crunch.

While most people complain about problems 
in life, entrepreneurs are always on the lookout 
for problems which people face so that they can 
solve. In the process of solving they serve the 

needs of the society at the same time increase their bottom line.
Aditya Kale, CEO – AirAttix Storage Pvt. Ltd. realized that the rise in 

the cost of living in metro cities is compelling for people to choose smaller 
and compact houses, so they are bound to require extra storage space. 
Likewise, in the overpopulated metros, it's hard to find a secure parking 
spot. Therefore, he decided to create a one of its kind digital marketplace 
where one can list and rent out privately owned unused spaces for goods 
storage and car parking respectively. 

Aditya says “space has never been at such a premium and we live in an 
era where people have more belongings than ever before, AirAttix aims to 
reinvent the way store stuff for the sharing economics generation”.

According to Aditya, this startup is useful for everyone, specifically to all 
small business owners, people renovating their houses, people who travel 
often for work or anyone who needs to de-clutter their residential and 
commercial properties. Parking space is a constant and growing issue and to 
solve that complex dilemma AirAttix provides a platform where you can find 
empty parking spaces for your vehicle. 

On the portal, you can list an empty storage space in your privately 
owned properties, like an extra room, out-house, loft, or basement. 

Hailing from a business family, Aditya has always aspired to be an 
entrepreneur. After completing his masters in supply chain management from 
Newcastle University, UK and working in London for 1 year, he returned to 
India and started his warehousing and supply chain management company 
by the name Imperial Logistics. It is a third-party logistics service providing 
company located in Pune, Mumbai and few other cities across India.

Aditya always believes in innovation and hence to take his business 
beyond the geographical boundaries and create an asset free business 
which can serve the masses, he Invested in the creation of a unique 
marketplace Airattix. 

Aditya Kale, CEO  
AirAttix Storage Pvt. Ltd.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

As per industry reports, Indians spent an average of 4.8 
hours on mobile apps – the highest ever – in 2021. Indians 
are known to spend 90 per cent of all internet minutes 
through mobiles and the pandemic has further increased the 
dependency on phones to go about regular routines – be it 
work, personal or social life.  

Mobile internet tech company 
AppyHigh grows 10X  
Mobile internet technology company 

AppyHigh, which builds global 
products around the ‘digital hierarchy of 
needs’ of smartphone users, has gone 
from 5 million to 50 million Monthly 
Active Users (MAU) across its ecosystem 
of apps during the pandemic. AppyHigh’s 
universe of apps has garnered over 
400mn downloads till date. The company 
has touched an annualised recurring 
revenue (ARR) of $11mn (INR 80 crore).  

 The bootstrapped and profitable 
Indian startup saw its MAUs spiral, with 
users increasingly meeting their everyday 
needs through mobile-first platforms for 
productivity and utility, entertainment, 
content discovery and creation since 
December 2019. The bulk of the demand 
has been noted from Bharat where users 
are either moving from personal computer 
to mobile-first or are completely skipping 
the personal computer stage in their 
digital journey.  

As per industry reports, Indians spent 
an average of 4.8 hours on mobile apps 
– the highest ever – in 2021. Indians 
are known to spend 90 per cent of all 
internet minutes through mobiles and 
the pandemic has further increased the 
dependency on phones to go about 
regular routines – be it work, personal or 
social life.  

The multi-product business, which 
intercepts across the digital hierarchy of 
needs, saw a notable increase in usage of 
mobile- first productivity and utility apps 
that fulfil fundamental digital needs. 
This can be attributed to the remote 
and hybrid work setup adopted by 
most companies across the globe. Here 
AppyHigh’s Scanner Go, a mobile -first 
document suite, achieved nearly 7 million 
MAUs, the highest in the industry for the 
segment.   

AppyHigh Co-founder Aneesh Rayancha said, “Over the next couple of 
months we will bring rapid innovation across our ecosystem of apps and 
sharpen our focus on user intimacy as we target the next 1 billion users by 
2026. Building and scaling products that delight users around the world will 
remain the cornerstone of our growth journey.”  

While the technology firm primarily draws its users from India, foreign 
markets like the US, Brazil, Mexico, Indonesia, and the UK contribute a sizable 
20 per cent to its business.  

AppyHigh Co-founder Venus Dhuria said, “There is tremendous market 
opportunity in creating product ecosystems that are intuitive to users, 
creators and app publishers’ needs. In our journey to serve a billion users, 
we are building products and infrastructure that encourages a more creative, 
collaborative and user-centric internet through the web 3.0, which will be 
rewarding for all stakeholders.” 

Creativity and design tools have been driving the maximum traction and 
active user volumes for AppyHigh. This is followed by content and browsing 
platforms, utility -oriented file and phone management apps.   

AppyHigh’s in-house AI-ML lab powers its products with cutting edge 
technology to enhance user experience across apps.  

Aneesh Rayancha, Co-founder Venus  Dhuria, Co-founder
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TRAVELOGUE

Eritrea: 
A Mysterious 
Country That Leave 
You Spellbound 

Beautiful landscape of  
Eritrean deserts and mountains.

An offbeat destination with a unique blend 
of natural beauty and rich culture. Enjoy 
the varied landscape from the Abyssinian 
highlands to desertified beaches of the Red 
Sea. The Italian & Egyptian architecture and 
harmonious cultural lifestyle of ‘the land of 
three seasons’ will surely wow you.
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As a frequent flyer of Ethiopian airlines, my account had miles that 

were soon expiring and I definitely did not want to lose the benefit. 

Coincidently, around the same time, a newsletter from Ethiopian airlines 

caught my attention. It said, “Now, we fly to ASMARA”.

So began my odyssey to Asmara. To my pleasant surprise a friend of mine 

wanted to join me and so, there were two of us.  Having travelled extensively 

to Africa and being a numismatist, I had heard of Eritrea but was unaware that 

Asmara is the capital.  I got curious and immediately reached out to Mr. Google to 

gain more insight about Asmara.  Instantly, I knew where the lapsing miles can be 

put to use. Eritrea is the most secretive country in Africa with an intriguing history 

and inspiring culture.
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TRAVELOGUE

But wait! After researching further, I realized that getting 
a visa for Eritrea is pretty tough. Apart from that there are 
many challenges traveling to Eritrea. Mobile phones do not 
work in Eritrea on international roaming, as the only telecom 
operator of Eritrea does not support it and they do not issue 
local SIM cards to the tourists. Even if you manage one 
there is no data or international calling in it. The concept of 
public Internet does not exist. Access to extremely slow dial-

up Internet requires a license. You need to go to the Cyber 
Cafe to access the Internet. It will take an hour to upload 
one picture on Facebook. There are no ATMs anywhere in 
the country.

We gauged that December – January would be a good 
time to visit keeping in mind that this was an abstruse city and 
would not be teeming with tourists and guess what, we were 
right! After some exploration on options for accommodation, 

The famous Church of Our Lady of 
Rosary in Asmara, Eritrea
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we decided to do Airbnb and fortunately 
we discovered an Airbnb host who is 
Eritrean, but lives in Europe.  Her house 
was exquisite and was in the outskirts of 
Asmara. The host was extremely helpful 
with guidance and support. She even 
arranged a car for us at a reasonable cost.

First thing first, we visited the 
Information Centre to obtain necessary 
permits. The heart of Asmara city is 
teeming with umpteen restaurants, 
heritage buildings with Italian architecture 
and of course the famous Cathedral to 
optimally use your time while waiting for 
the permits. With the paperwork sorted, 
it’s now time to enjoy the city!

Eritrea is well connected with the 
public transport system (buses) within 
Asmara as well as between Asmara and 
other cities like Keren, Massawa, etc. It is 
a cost effective and safe way to commute 
within the city while experiencing the 
local flavor. There are yellow cabs for 
the less adventurous. Personally, my style 
of travel is off the beaten path. I enjoy 
driving around the city at my pace and 
capturing the spirit of the city on my 
camera. So we hired a private car and our 
host volunteered to drive us around for a 

very reasonable cost. We were plain lucky because hiring a private car through 
a travel agency is exorbitant. Hiring a self-drive car is an option for the rather 
valiant and adventurous.

Military Tank graveyard – wreckage 
of World War II and Ethiopian war

Having travelled extensively to Africa and being a 
numismatist, I had heard of Eritrea but was unaware that 
Asmara is the capital.  I got curious and immediately reached 
out to Mr. Google to gain more insight about Asmara.  
Instantly, I knew where the lapsing miles can be put to 
use. Eritrea is the most secretive country in Africa with an 
intriguing history and inspiring culture.
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TRAVELOGUE

Drive from Asmara to Massawa
The 4-hour drive from Asmara to Massawa passes through 
the famous town of Nefasit and has breathtaking views of 
mountains. This was our first road trip in Eritrea and it was 
exhilarating.  We meandered through several mountains 
and passed by many quaint towns on our way, one of them 
being beautiful Nefasit. Eritrea is known to be a land of three 
seasons in 2 hours and we truly witnessed this. I was quite 
amazed to see the condition of roads and driving sense of 
Eritreans. We had multiple pit stops on the way to capture the 
breathtaking and varying landscapes, one of the advantages 
of having a car.

The Italians built a railway network between Massawa and 
Asmara, which is partially functioning as of now between 
Asmara and Nefasit. However, the train does not run on 
schedule but has to be chartered to enjoy a beautiful journey 
passing through mountains and tunnels. This is a MUST do if 
you are traveling in a group.

 Massawa, once an Ottoman Empire in 1557, boasts of 
strong Turkish influence with the old city built with exquisite 
Turkish architecture. It was a buzzing port city on the Red 

Lush green landscape of Ghinda town on 
a scenic drive from Nefasit to Massawa

Breathtaking drive on Eritrean mountains 
passes through railway lines built during 
Italian colonization in the early 1900s
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Sea and an important destination when Eritrea was an Italian 
colony during World War II. It was also the capital of Eritrea 
under the Italian colony until it was moved to Asmara in 
1897. It is known to be one of the hottest places on the 
earth. Ethiopian airstrikes on the civilian areas of Massawa 
during 1990 converted the entire port city into rubble.

There is a significant dip in the temperature on your way 
until you are in proximity to Massawa. You pass through a 
bridge on the sea to enter Massawa port city, which was 
recently built after the old city was destroyed during an 
Ethiopian airstrike. I do recommend taking a walk along the 
ruined alleyways of the old city where people still live and 
operate their small shops, bars and restaurants. It is heart 
wrenching to hear the story of the airstrike from the locals. 

Massawa is also the gateway to explore Dahlak 
Archipelago, which is a group of islands. Local tribes, who 
have been living there for a very long time, permanently 
inhabit four of these islands.  The islands are home to diverse 
marine life and are ideal for snorkeling and scuba diving.  This 
is a ‘must do’ activity when you visit Massawa.

Drive from Asmara to Keren
After a 2-day stay in Massawa, we returned to Asmara and 
then headed to the charming city of Keren. It was a 3-hour 
drive from Asmara through splendid mountains en route to 
Keren. The landscape on this drive was a complete contrast to 
that of Massawa. A large section of the drive was through the 
desert where we saw the ‘Tukul’, which is a type of unique 
rounded house. They are specially designed to prevent heat 
during the summer. Owing to the landscape, many houses 

Rahuldev Rajguru is the CEO 
of Turuhi, a resource for 
verified & unbiased travel 
content. He has traveled to 
62 countries and lived in 
6. An insatiable thirst for 
adventure and discovery of 
the unknown has taken him 
to offbeat destinations. He is 
a road tripper with 250,000 
kilometers of worldwide road 
tripping. He has been a travel 
writer for 7 years. 

Ruins of the ancient Ottoman Empire 
(Massawa) after Ethiopian airstrikes 
destroyed “The Pearl of Red Sea” in 1990.
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are built on the hills. Hence, the most common modes 
of transport are donkeys and camels, which outnumber 
vehicles. So much for reducing pollution!

Keren is a historic market town and is the second 
largest city of Eritrea. It is also called the cultural capital 
of Eritrea. The colorful Monday market and weekly 
camel (livestock) market are the main attractions 
keeping the tradition of this city alive. The market 
sells everything ranging from spices to vegetables and 
poultry products, as well as clothes. It is a good place 
to buy local souvenirs while seeing the local sights and 
sounds. Agriculture is the main business in this city and 
there is a huge vegetable and fruit market in Keren. 
There are few local restaurants, which serve exquisite 
local cuisine.

TRAVELOGUE

The ruins of the former bank “Banca d’Italia”. It took 
29 years of struggle for this building to stand up
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Local tribes, who have been living there for a 
very long time, permanently inhabit four of 
these islands.  The islands are home to diverse 
marine life and are ideal for snorkeling and 
scuba diving.  This is a ‘must do’ activity when 
you visit Massawa.
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Nefasit to Debre Bizen Monastery
Nefasit is a quaint and picturesque town just 25 
kms from Asmara and en route to Massawa.  The 
old railway line built by Italians passes through 
Nefasit and the current charter train terminates 
here. The drive from Asmara to Nefasit is the 
most beautiful in Eritrea and the town itself is 
scenic with panoramic views. The entire town is 
covered with thick clouds during the evening and 
this makes for a breathtaking view.

Nefasit is situated at an altitude of about 
7,000 feet. Above Nefasit, atop Mt. Bizen, there 
is the best-known Christian monastery of Eritrea 
called Debre Bizen. Debre Bizen was built during 
the 14th century where about 50 monks live 

TRAVELOGUE

San Antonios Church with Egyptian 
architecture  in Keren city

The spectacular sunset dipping into thick clouds below at 
11,500 feet at Debre Bizen monastery.  A Zen moment!
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G E T T I N G  T H E R E
Nearest Airports:  Asmara is the only major international 

airport connected with the world. 
Limited airlines fly to Asmara like 
Ethiopian, Emirates, Air Arabia, etc. 

Where to stay:  There are many hotels and a few 
Airbnb options for staying in Asmara, 
but very limited options in other cities. 
There is no online booking system for 
the hotels, you need to call them and 
book. 

Cuisine: Injera (natural  flatbread), Alicha birsen 
(lentil curry), Zigni (beef stew) and 
Shiro (chickpea stew) are the local 
delicacies.  Being an Italian colony for 
a long time has popularized the Italian 
cuisine also. A must try is the ‘Eritrean 
Coffee Ceremony’ which is a unique 
and culturally enriching experience.

Safety: The laws are very strict and people are 
law abiding. This allows for tourists 
to travel freely and enjoy the natural 
beauty.

Travel Tips: Eritrea requires a visa from the 
majority of the nationals and it is a 
complex procedure of 60 - 90 days.  
Separate permits are required for each 
destination one wants to visit outside 
of the Asmara city limits. Cost of each 
permit is 50 Nakfa. They need to be 
obtained from the Visitor Information 
Center in Asmara. They will need 
a copy of your passport including 
the visa page with immigration 
stamp.  Document submission 
takes approximately 30 minutes 
and obtaining the permits takes 2-3 
hours depending on the footfall that 
particular day. It is advisable to visit 
the Information Centre early in the 
morning so that permits are obtained 
the same day, otherwise the permit will 
be issued the next day.

an austere life. Debre Bizen is located at about 11,500 feet 
altitude and is the highest point of Eritrea. On a clear day, one 
can view the Red Sea, which is about 70 kms away, as well as 
other cities of Eritrea.

Fortunately, we met some disciples and students of the 
monastery on our way up who took us along with them to the 
monastery. We took almost five hours to reach the monastery 
owing to the rough terrain. The view of the meandering road 
on the opposite mountain becomes increasingly spectacular 
with increasing altitude. Returning to Asmara on the same 
day was not possible since the last bus to Asmara leaves 
Nefasit at 7 pm. In the monastery, the monks extended their 
hospitality and we enjoyed good local food and a comfortable 
warm night’s rest. It was a two-hour long descent the next 
morning..

On returning to Asmara, we packed up and headed to 
the airport. We boarded the flight back home with a sense 
of fulfillment and in awe of Eritrea – the land with a unique 
blend of nature and culture. We realized that a digital detox 
of 8 days was indeed the need of the hour. 
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TRAVELOGUE

Apart from Vishnu Schist, there are a number of other 
features at the Grand Canyon that havebeen named for 
deities from the Hindu tradition. These include temples 

to Shiva, Rama, Krishna, and Buddha.
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After almost two years of confinement 
due to Covid-19, and after canceling 
and postponing several vacations 

and outings, my wife, Ellen, and I decided to 
cautiously venture out. We were fully vaccinated 
having received two shots of the Moderna 
vaccine, and the case numbers in the country 
were on the decline. To be sure, many Covidiots 
still abounded, and we understood there would 
be some risk, but it was time to travel and see 
some friends. 

We had often talked about visiting Sedona, 
Arizona, a place with gorgeous scenery and 
which offered great hiking through red sandstone 
mountains, like those burned into our memories 
by the movie McKenna’s Gold. I had never been 
to the Grand Canyon, which is not far from 
Sedona, and adding a visit to it was an attractive 
proposition.

Through a friend we found a perfectly situated 
condominium with panoramic views in Sedona. 
The condo had two bedrooms, and we invited 
friends with whom we had traveled to join us. 
Renting a condo also meant that we would not 
have to eat out at restaurants and thus minimize 
our Covid exposure. The hiking and a Jeep tour 
we planned in Sedona were outdoor activities, 
with minimal risk. To further minimize our risk of 
contracting Covid, we decided to drive. We had 
recently purchased an electric car and decided it 
would be an experience to travel in it through 
rural areas.

We live near Portland, Oregon, and the road 
to Sedona goes through the states of Idaho 
and Utah. As we charted our route, we realized 
we could get to Sedona in two days. The road 
through southern Utah went close by the Bryce 
Canyon, which we had previously visited, and we 
relished the prospect of spending a couple of days 
there again. From Bryce Canyon, it was about a 
five-hour drive to Sedona where we would spend 
five days, after which we planned to visit the 
Grand Canyon. Then we would drive to the San 
Francisco Bay Area where we had lived for forty-
two years to visit friends and finally, we wanted 
to stop at our favorite wine growing region, just 
north of San Francisco.

With this general plan in mind, we packed 
our car and set off for Twin Falls, Idaho on Friday, 
October 1. The trip to Twin Falls was very pleasant 
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as we passed through the Columbia gorge. The car handled the curves 
smoothly and securely, making the drive a fun experience. After cresting 
the Cascade Mountains, the landscape changed as wide-open spaces 
greeted us. In the evening, the sky lit up with hues of red and yellow.

Twin Falls is the location of the Shoshone Falls, which are often 
referred to as the Niagara of the West. We chose a hotel that was 
near the Falls. In the morning, we charged the car and drove to see 
the Shoshone Falls. Not surprisingly, because of the severe drought in 
the western USA, the falls were reduced to a trickle. Nonetheless, we 
saw the huge rocks which would otherwise be covered by white-water 
rapids. (You can Google a picture of it to see what it usually looks like.) 

The second day’s drive took us through the plains of Idaho and Utah. 
We drove past the relatively flat lands near Salt Lake City and Provo 
and into the red sandstone mountains of Southern Utah. We stayed 
in a cabin about fifteen-minutes from the entrance to Bryce Canyon. 
The cabin was simple but comfortable. There were a few restaurants 
conveniently located within walking distance.

The following morning, we drove to Bryce Canyon and spent most 
of the day at the Amphitheater, a bowl-shaped hollow, 19 km long,  
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Bryce Canyon is at an elevation where snow doesn’t 
persist; it snows often enough but the days are warm while 
at night the temperature plunges below freezing. As snow 
melts, the water seeps down crevices, and at night when it 
gets colder the water freezes in the crevices. Since water is 
denser than ice, it expands as it freezes and pushes against 
the rock. The force exerted by the ice opens the cleft making 
it easier for more water to get in there the next time the 

5 km wide and 240 m deep. It has an amazing array of red 
rock formations carved by the action of wind, rain, and ice. We 
feasted on the awe-inspiring, almost magical, vistas from the 
rim. The rock coloration ranged from deep vermillion, to ocher, 
to light pink and white. The rocks had been chiseled naturally 
into many interesting features including castles, bridges, 
windows, and hoodoos. Hoodoos are tall thin spires formed by 
the erosion of the softer rock leaving the harder rock as spires.

TRAVELOGUE
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snow melts. The alternating cycles of freezing and thawing 
loosen the rock, which is then eroded by the wind and rain. 
This process continues today, and the trails are often closed 
because of fallen rocks.

We descended into the canyon following a series of 
switchbacks along the Navajo loop trail, which brought us 
close to the rock structures and where we could appreciate 
the intricate structures resulting from eons of erosion. At the 

Ripudaman 
Malhotra is a retired 
chemist and an avid 
traveler when he is 
not advocating for 

nuclear power.

base of the trail, we were about 170 meters below the rim. 
The hike back up took us between sharp cliffs, known as Wall 
Street. Along the trail we came across junipers, manzanitas, 
and pine trees that have managed to survive in this mostly 
rocky dry terrain, often as diminutive versions of their kin 
growing elsewhere. 

Back on the rim, we were treated to a talk by a Park 
Ranger. He explained how the region was once under water. 
About 600 million years ago it was uplifted by tectonic forces 
giving rise to the Colorado Plateau. The region encompasses 
some 620,000 square kilometers and is home to many iconic 
national parks including Bryce Canyon, the Grand Canyon, 
and Zion National Park. The dominant red color in the sand 
stones is a result of ancient rivers depositing iron laden 
minerals into the sea. Once these layers were uplifted the iron 
reacted with the oxygen in the air to form the red colored iron 
oxides. The topmost layer is often white colored limestone, 
which was formed from the detritus of shelled critters of the 
shallow sea. 

After a quick lunch, we decided to hike to Inspiration Point, 
one of the highest points along the rim. The trail was 2 km 
with an elevation gain of about 150 m. From the lookout at 
Inspiration Point we got an amazing view of the amphitheater 
with different layers of rocks and a grand array of intricately 
carved hoodoos. To complete our visit, we drove to several 
vista points to view the canyon from different angles. One 
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of the drive was along a flat stretch of highway with gentle 
inclines and curves, the section after Flagstaff descended 
steeply with many hairpin bends through Coconino Park. This 
half-hour stretch was a jolt to the system in stark contrast to 
the previous four hours of placid driving.

At Sedona we found the condominium to be just as 
described—spacious and comfortable with stunning views 
of towering red mountains all around. Our friends from 

particularly impressive structure was the Natural Bridge.
The next day we drove south to Sedona, a distance of about 

500 km. After an hour of half of driving we were looking 
for a convenient place to switch drivers. We stopped in front 
of a house on an empty street in the town of Kanab. I was 
surprised to see a sign there informing visitors that the place 
was used for filming many Western movies. The house is now 
a museum with sets from many classic movies. While most 
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California arrived later that evening, and 
the following morning, another friend 
who lives in Phoenix, joined us. Her 
knowledge of the area made her the de-
facto tour guide. 

Though many people go to Sedona to 
shop in its renowned art galleries, we just 
wanted to be out. There was a 3-mile trail, 

Marg’s Draw, that began right near the condo, and we hiked it on our first full 
day. This gentle rocky trail took us across several dried streams, and we passed 
by groves of pine, juniper, and cypress trees typical of this desert region. We also 
got to see a variety of cacti: Prickly Pear Cactus, Barrell Cactus, Desert Spoon, 
and Agave. We did not see any flowering agave; it was probably not the season, 
or perhaps they had been harvested to make tequila. 

The following day we went on a Jeep Tour through the rugged terrain to take 
in the grandeur of the desert. The ride was very bumpy, and we had to hang on 
to the bars in the Jeep. Our friend who wore an activity tracker, reported that 
according to her device, she had climbed 35 floors! 

The tour also took us to some cliff dwellings made of stone and clay. The 
walls had drawings and handprints on them. Archeologists surmise that the 
people living here were hunter-gatherers and they had no metal tools. What 
was surprising to learn was that these stone-age people lived there a mere 800 
years ago! 
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The following day we went to Bell Mountain, one of several “energy votex” 
locations in Sedona. These “energy vortexes” are believed to have magical 
energy with healing power. Indeed, many people go to Sedona to meditate 
and experience this energy. Though I didn’t feel this energy, the raw beauty of 
the area was stunning and awe-inspiring.

There is a trail that one can follow part way up Bell Mountain, but after 
that you need to scamper your way up on all fours. We did so, but only for a 
short distance. Neither of us is a rock climber. We knew getting down would 
be harder, and it was. I chose to get down on my butt and gently slide my way 
down to the trail. Then we decided to follow the trail around Bell Rock and the 
adjacent Courthouse Butte to take in additional views.

The following morning we set off for the South Rim of the Grand Canyon. 
It was late afternoon when we got to the visitor center, and it was raining. 
Yet, the canyon did not disappoint. The vastness of the yawning chasm is 
overwhelming. Despite limited visibility, from our vantage at Mather point we 
could see 13 km across the canyon to the North Rim. Mather Point is a popular 
vista point and features sheer cliffs. The breathtaking panoramic view of the 
canyon was heightened by the colored layers of rocks and sediments bearing 
testimony to eons of geologic forces, which uplifted these layers from deep 
within the crust of the Earth and which the Colorado River revealed by cutting 
through during the last 5 to 6 million years. The rocks at the rim are about 270 
million years old, but deeper layers extend back more than 2 billion years.

The next day we decided to walk along a six-mile section of the rim, stopping 
at viewpoints along the way. The trail also includes a Trail of Time, an interpretive 
exhibit that compresses the billions of years of geology to a human scale. Bronze 
markers in the ground spaced one meter apart represent the passage of one 
million years. We came upon this section at a point representing 2 billion years in 
the past. At various points along this section were samples of rocks taken from 
the corresponding period. Thus, we first came across the oldest metamorphic 
gneiss from the Vishnu Schist from the base of canyon. Later, we came across 
sandstone, mudstone, and limestone rocks taken from higher elevations and 
corresponding to more recent Precambrian to Permian periods. Some of these 
rocks had fossils of marine life like mollusks, sea urchins, and starfish, as well as 
terrestrial animals like insects and ferns. 

Apart from Vishnu Schist, there are 
a number of other features at the Grand 
Canyon that have been named for deities 
from the Hindu tradition. These include 
temples to Shiva, Rama, Krishna, and 
Buddha. My curiosity was piqued; a little 
searching on the internet revealed that 
Clarence Edward Dutton, an early explorer 
of the region held a special affinity for 
mythology and named the formations after 
deities. The tradition he started continued 
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and subsequently structures were named from gods from 
other traditions as well. Thus, there is the Apollo temple, the 
Cheops Pyramid, and Zoroaster temple to name a few.

Our next stop was going to be the Western Grand Canyon 
which features a glass skywalk over the canyon. We drove to 
our hotel, a few hours from there, where we spent the night 
hoping to head out early the next morning. However, the 
next day the winds had picked up and gusts over 100 kph 
were predicted for later in the day. We were advised that the 
skywalk would likely be closed by the time we got there. We 
decided to change our plans and head to California. 

In California we stopped to charge our car and saw 
a Punjabi Dhaba next to the chargers. It had been days 
since we had eaten Indian fare, and we relished our chana 
masala and saag paneer with garlic naans; a perfect end to 
a harrowing day’s drive. From there we continued to the Dry 
Creek wine country in California for a few days and then on 
to our old stomping grounds in the San Francisco Bay Area to 
visit friends before heading back home. In all we drove 5,800 
km over 20 days.  
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WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK
We at Corporate Tycoons would love to know what 
our readers think of our stories and the general 
editorial format we have been following over the 
last 9 years of our existence. Please write to us, 
giving us your opinions and suggestions on how 
we can improve. 

E-mail: chandran.iyer@corporatetycoons.com
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